
Attleboro High
School’s new Mr. AHS is Jamie
Chhoeun (12), who danced his
way to victory at the Tenth
Annual Mr. AHS Contest
presented by the class of 2010
and Robert’s Tuxedo.

There were seven
contestants: Watson Yerm (10)
who placed second, Tom Cao
(12), Josh Kong (12), Derek
Goulet (12), Steven Escobar
(10), Piseth Chhoeuy (12), and
last but not least, Mr. Peter
Tarsi, an AHS physics teacher.

The event started off
with each contestant in street
wear. Then came the talent
portion of the evening.
Chhoeun danced in different
styles to a mixed CD, Yerm sang
and danced to “Replay” by Sean
Kingston and “Together” by
Ne-Yo. Cao sang “2 is Better
Than 1” by Boys Like Girls.
Kong played the triangle and
danced to “Hotel Room
Service” by Pitbull. Goulet
played the drums to his own
style. Escobar free styled a self-
crafted rap to a mix. Chhoeuy
danced to “Stronger Mix” by
Kanye West. Tarsi preformed
magic tricks and proved his
skills by solving the mystery of
the Rubik’s cube in under a
minute and a half.

The judges were
history teacher Ms. Carla Bono,
English teacher Mrs. Shelia
Rosa, sophomore dean Mr.
Martin Tighe, math teacher Mr.
Allen Weintrab and Ryan Baker
(12). The contest was in a “point
based” format, which means
that each contestant had four
categories: causal, talent,
question and answer, and the
last dance. Each one received a
certain amount of points
depending on their
performance. Then, the judges
counted up the points and the

two with the highest amount
were the winners. Bono said, “I
thought everyone did a good
job and it was put together very
well.”

Toward the end, each
contestant was asked a question
by his female escort. After that,
the judges deliberated and
decided who the victor was.

Winner Chhoeun said,
“To be honest, I just kinda
winged it.” about his onstage
performance.

Runner up Yerm
explained his disappointment
on getting second place for the
second year in a row. “I was
happy that I placed, but it felt
like a repeat of last year.”

Escobar said about
himself that “being Latino, my
culture motivates me to
continue rapping.”

Cao decided to
compete in the contest,
“Because it’s my senior year,
and I just thought it would be
fun.”

Chhoeuy said that his
motivation to dance comes from
“The King of Pop” Michael
Jackson.

Kong said that he
acquired his talent about two
weeks before the Mr. AHS
event, held in mid November,
and that he’s “always wanted to
play the triangle.”

Tarsi tried out for Mr.
AHS because he thought he
could win. He said “I always
thought I was Mr. AHS” and
that he “did it for his children.

The winner of Mr.
AHS receives a free tux rental
from Roberts Tuxedo for the
prom and of course, the glory
of being “Mr. AHS.” Chhoeun
felt he was going to win He said,
“It wasn’t a shock. I knew I was
the best, but, of course, I was
happy.

Mr. AHS
By: Victoria Lane

Mr. AHS Winner, Jamie Chhoeun

Mr. AHS Runner Up, Watson Yerm
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New Policy, New Problems?
By: Taylor Beland and Ryan Olmo

Continued on page  5
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Whitson’s Lunch
Company Food and Beverage
Manager Matt Delaney recently
began a new policy for the
school store that states:
Students will not be able to
bring backpacks, coats or really
baggy sweatshirts into the store.

This policy has
been established because of
the recent theft in the store.
Delaney said, “We
compared the sold items to
the actual amount of items
we have and it kept coming
up short.”

Delaney’s decision
to enforce this policy has not

gone well with students,
however.

Christopher Johnson
(10) said “[The policy] makes
me feel like a shoplifter. Why
would they do that if there are
cameras in there?”

Jeff Diciaccio (10)
said, “It’s ridiculous and they
should be able to trust the
students.”

Michelle Lefebvre
was physically pushed back
while entering the store wearing
a sweatshirt by the lunch ladies
before entering the store She
said, “She violated me and
pushed me,” adding, “She had
no right to touch me.”

Adam Rioux (11) said,
“There’s no point in taking off
your sweatshirt. No one’s going
to shove a pizza in their
sweatshirt.”

Many students,
including Meghann Griffin and
Tyler Giagrande, think the
policy is “dumb.”

The policy is
unpopular with students and
lunch staff alike. Deans have
also had to step in to discipline
students after they have
confronted and verbally abused
the lunch ladies, who are just
doing their job.

Tenth Grade dean Mr.
Martin Tighe said, “I would
punish them with a session or
have the students write an

School store
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An increased number
of people have caught the Swine
Flu and the number of deaths
during the flu season have
increased. Thanks to this,
people have changed their
behavior in order to prevent
colds and the flu.

Jillian Kelly (10) said,
“I’ve been washing my hands
like crazy lately, especially
before I eat.”

Jennifer Gordon, who
lives in Attleboro, makes her
children take vitamins and a
teaspoon of honey daily. “I do
this because I want to be
proactive instead of reactive;
especially because the Swine
Flu vaccination is not available
at my pediatrician yet. It [the
honey and vitamins]
strengthens their immune
systems,” said Gordon. Gordon
also bought her children mini
bottles of portable hand
sanitizer to bring to school with
them. Teachers in the school

also have bottles of hand
sanitizer in their rooms.

The World Health
Organization recommends
people sneeze or cough into the
crook of their elbow, so germs
won’t stay on their hands and
spread to other people. This is
a better way to sneeze because
the Swine Flu or regular flu
spreads faster and easier from
hand to hand contact with
others.

AHS school nurse Ms.
LeeAnn Carroll said, “I think
more people are aware of
hygiene now, since the swine flu
hit.” She recommends people
sneeze into their elbow instead
of their hands.

Mrs. Kathrine Depot,
AHS library assistant said, “I
have a lot of hand sanitizer and
I wipe the keyboards, backs of
chairs and tables down more
frequently with Lysol wipes.”

Some people,
however, are opposed to

sneezing in their elbow. They
find sneezing on hands and
washing them after to be a
better idea.

Amie Lawson, a
Cardiac EMT (emergency
medical technician) at Advance
Medical in Warwick said, “I
think its [sneezing into elbow]
unsanitary. Sneezing into your
hands and washing them
immediately after is a better
concept of sanitation.”

The WakeMed health
and hospitals website says it
doesn’t matter which way a
person sneezes, just as long as
they cover their mouth and
wash their hands afterwards
(<http://www.wakemed.org/
body.cfm?id=1116>).

Whether they’re
washing their hands frequently
or sneezing and coughing into
their elbows, people are
changing their way of sanitation
to try and prevent the Swine
Flu.

Swine Flu changes how People Act
By: Taylor Beland

Ryan Olmo (10) changes the way he sneezes
from hands to WHO’s recommendation, the elbow
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In case we needed further proof that the human race is
doomed through stupidity, here are some actual labels on goods:

• On Sears hairdryer: Do not use while sleeping.
(Because that’s possible?)

• On packaging for a Rowenta iron: Do not iron clothes
on body. (Duh! Thanks for the warning.)

• On Boot’s Children’s cough medicine: Do not drive car
or operate machinery. (I don’t know about you but I
haven’t seen many children on the road lately.)

• On a Korean kitchen knife: Warning: keep out of
children. (Keep OUT? I would hope so.)

• On a child’s superman costume: Wearing of this
garment does not enable you to fly. (Oh, it doesn’t?
Could have fooled me.)

• Little Ones Baby Lotion: Keep away from children
(That seems odd considering its baby lotion…)

• Hairdryer: Do not use while taking a shower. (Because
I always dry my hair while washing it.)

• RCA Television Remote Control: Not Dishwasher Safe
(So that’s why my remote doesn’t work…)

• Air Conditioner: Caution: Avoid dropping air
conditioners out of windows. (There goes my Friday
night.)

• Tesco’s Tiramisu dessert: (printed on bottom of the
box): Do not turn upside down. (That’s just confusing.)

• Infant’s bathtub: Do not throw baby out with bath
water. (How would that even be possible?)

• Bottle of shampoo for dogs Caution: The contents of
this bottle should not be fed to fish. (Ha ha, what !?)

• Heated seat cushion: Warning: Do not use on eyes.
(Seriously?)

I think after reading these it becomes
understandable how ignorant and lazy manufacturers
have become. Do they even think before they write these
things? It’s truly sad how ignorant they think we are.

Congratulations America, we are closer and
closer to becoming useless.

Dumb Warning Labels
By: Victoria Lane

A Warning Label
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Fashion has changed
dramatically over the years, but
lately teens seem to be stuck in
a “must have” rut. Companies
such as Hollister, Abercrombie
& Fitch and Ugg Australia are
raking in the cash as young
adults crave to own everything
that’s “in.”

Teens have always felt
peer pressure when it comes to
buying clothes, but today it’s
evident that the pressure is
becoming more intense. If
somebody owns a pair of
knockoff Uggs, he or she may
receive disgusted looks. If a
Coach bag is a fake, the owner
practically looks “poor.”

People are so absorbed
in what everyone else thinks of
them that it seems as though a
genuine personality is just
thrown out the door. It’s
amazing that I’ve actually heard
stories like, “Jen, you’re really
nice but you wear knockoffs, so
I can’t be seen with you
anymore.” I mean, really, how
ridiculous. Unfortunately, the
sad truth is that “first impression
matter” and if one’s jeans don’t
cost $85 and one’s polo wasn’t
$65, then he or she is looked
down upon.

Don’t get me wrong.
Not all teens fall into the peer
pressures of “fitting in.” There
are plenty who still appreciate
having a friend for their

kindness and humor. Not all
fall into that pattern.

Individuality is
something that’s less common
lately, which is a little
disappointing. Is imagination
so weak in this generation that
it’s impossible to come up with
your own clothing ideas? It’s
so easy and really cheap to
become the leader rather than
follower.

Some stores that have
cheap, creative and colorful
clothes are:

• Wet Seal: This store is
for the teen girl who
strives to attain an
urban chic. From the
basic hoodie to the
paint splattered jeans,
Wet Seal has got you
covered. While
servicing mostly
older female teens,
they provide a range
of fashionable
options, both online
and in stores,
throughout the United
States. <http://
www.wetseal.com/
home.jsp>

• Old Navy: They
change quickly with
the seasons and are
up-to-date on new
styles; there is no
reason to be
embarrassed to shop
here. The clothing is

fashionable and
relatively inexpensive,
especially in their
clearance section.
< h t t p : / / w w w. o l d
navy.com/>

• Pacific Sunwear
(Pacsun): This is a
great store offering
skate and surf styles
for both guys and
girls. Not only is it
stylish, but it’s also
less expensive than
other skate and surfs,
such as Zumies.
<http://shop.pacsun.
com/home.jsp>

• Target: This is popular
for affordable and
modern clothing and
other items, such as
food and electronics.
It’s pretty much a one
stop shop with
clothing and
necessities that won’t
break the bank. <http:/
/www.target.com/>

Use this guide; be a little
more creative and don’t just go
with everyone else’s flow.
Being different isn’t a bad thing
at all. It helps people realize
who they actually are.
So ask yourself, do I want to
live in a world where
everyone looks, dresses and
acts the same?

Follow the Leader
By: Victoria Lane

Six pairs of uggs in various colors; a popular new boot that’s taking over
teens
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Welcome to Seaside
Heights, NJ, the land of self-
professed “guidos” and
“guidettes” and also the
location of MTV’s newest
reality television show.

Jersey Shore details
the lives of a group of Italian-
American twenty-something-
year-olds who are picked to live
in one house for the summer.
The show requires the cast to
switch shifts at a T-shirt shop
on a local boardwalk, but the
rest of their time is spent at local
bars and beaches.

Similar to casts from
other MTV reality shows like
Real World, the cast of Jersey
Shore is the epitome of fame
mongers, desperately seeking
their 15 minutes of fame.

  However, unlike
other MTV shows, Jersey Shore
stoops down to a new low with
cast members who glorify the
very stereotype that most
Italian-American foundation
groups have been trying to
eliminate from American
society for several years –
“guidos.”

According to the cast
members of Jersey Shore, being
a “guido” is a life-style in which
one is perpetually tanned with

gelled hair. They find no shame
in parading around the Shore
professing their love for all
other “guidos.”

The controversies
surrounding Jersey Shore have
transcended beyond the realms
of the entertainment industry
and into National Italian-
American Heritage groups.

In an official
statement released on
December 4, 2009 to the
Associated Press, UNICO
National President Andre
DiMino said that MTV is
“blatantly as well as
subliminally bashing Italian-
Americans with every
technique possible,” and that
the Jersey Shore cast members
are “an embarrassment to
themselves, their heritage and
their families.”

DiMino’s sentiment is
reiterated by the National
Italian American Foundation
and the Order of the Sons of
Italy in America, as well as by
Italian-Americans in the
entertainment industry and
newspaper business.

However, as the
criticism continues to mount,
the viewership seems to rise.
The first episode aired on Dec.

3, 2009 to 1.375 million
viewers. Within two weeks, the
viewership jumped to around
2.5 million.

Jersey Shore seems to
be a new guilty pleasure for the
country. We laugh as the cast
members fist-pump their way
through cheesy night clubs and
when they take the time to teach
the audience how to
appropriately apply hair gel and
tanning spray to achieve the
perfect look. We know the nick-
names “Snooki,” “J Woww”
and “The Situation” are utterly
ridiculous, yet each week
Jersey Shore gains more
popularity.

I shudder to think that
Jersey Shore is becoming the
next cultural phenomenon. I
look at the cast of this show, a
bunch of unmotivated and
uneducated people who are
scheming to make idiots of
themselves in order to gain their
15 minutes of fame, and I am
revolted. However, what is most
terrible is that no matter how
widely regarded it is that this
show is offensive, stereotypical
and embarrassingly bad, Jersey
Shore is still insanely addictive.

Jersey Shore
By: Emily Dugan

Reviews

The cast of MTV’s Jersey Shore

The movie The Blind
Side, directed by John Lee
Handcock, is about a true heart-
warming story about an All-
American college offensive
tackle football star who became
a star NFL player for the
Baltimore Ravens.

This movie is centered
on Micheal Oher, who was a top
first draft pick as an offensive
tackle.

The Blind Side starts
off with a 17-year-old man as a
homeless African American
youngster from a broken-down

home in a poor part of
Memphis, Tenn.

Oher was going
through rough times in his early
life with his mother, who was
addicted to drugs. He never
knew who his real father was
until he attended high school
and found out from the
principal he had been
murdered.

Oher was taken in by
the Touhys. This well-to-do
white family is made up of Mrs.
Leigh Touhy (Sandra Bullock),
Mr. Sean Touhy (Tim
McGraw), Collins Touhy (Lily

Collins), and S. J. Touhy (Jae
Head). At the same time, Oher’s
presence in the Touhys’ lives
leads them to some insightful
self-discoveries of their own.
Living in this new environment,
the teen faces a different set of
challenges.

As a football player
and student, Oher works hard
and with the help of his coaches
and adopted family, he becomes
an All-American football
offensive left tackle in the
National College Athletic
Association (NCAA).

This movie could
possibly be one of the most
inspiring sport movies ever,
because it shows how people
can have a second chance to
change their lives around and
achieve their goals.

Similar to the movie
Remember the Titans, this
movie will remind reviewers of
football players who are
struggling with real-life
problems.

This PG-13 128
minute movie is definitely three
out of four stars. It can be seen
in local theaters.

The Blind Side
By: Watson Yerm

Movie poster of The Blind
Side

Former American Idol
contestant, Allison Iraheta,
released her hit debut album
Just Like You on Dec. 1, 2009.
Her debut single, “Friday I’ll Be
Over U,” released last Oct. is a
hit on this much anticipated
album.

Iraheta was born in
Glendale, Calif. on April 27,
1992. She was in the eighth
season of American Idol in
2008 and made it as a top four
finalist.

On June 9, 2009,
Iraheta signed a record deal
with Jive Records and 19
Entertainment. In Sept. 2009,
Iraheta was on the Idol tour
across all 50 states, during
which she recorded her album,
Just Like You.

People who expect
Iraheta to sing similarly to the
performances during the Idol
tour are in for a surprise. This
song is in a completely new
style and is different than all her
performances on the show. On
Idol Iraheta sang songs by No
Doubt, Kelly Clarkson, Janis

Joplin and many more artists,
which are unlike her rocker
songs.

On her album she
states “There will be some
ballads and some upbeats,
maybe you can dance to songs,
but they all pretty much come
out as a rock vibe.”

“Friday I’ll Be Over
You” is one of those songs that
when depressed about a boy, it’s
good to listen to and realize that
he’s just a boy and you’ll be
over him by Friday.

It’s unique because it
is not a typical, slow, sad, break-
up song. It’s “poppy” and up-
tempo.

“Friday I’ll Be Over
You” is excellent for teenage
girls because most young
women can relate to its “break
up and move on” theme.

Expect to hear more of
Iraheta in the near future with
hits like “Beat Me Up,” “Don’t
Waste the Pretty” and “Pieces.”
Iraheta’s album can be found at
any music or retail store.

Friday, Allison Iraheta will be Over You
By: Amanda Kopiec

Allison Iraheta’s album poster and card
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Reviews
William Shake-

speare’s Macbeth, is a tragic
story that has survived the test
of time with its tale of glory,
treason and tainted love.
However, when it was
performed by the members of
“Shakespeare Now!” a college
theatre production in Boston the
play was a spectacle to behold;
not a tragedy.

The cast played their
roles both accurately and
excitingly. All of the characters
were represented in a plausible
manner. Specifically, Dan
Roach portrayed Macbeth
exceptionally. The dialogues
and soliloquies were loud and
passionate, and Roach’s

movements were executed with
finesse.

The grotesque nature
of the murders and the chilling
aspects of witchcraft that lace
the play help set the mood for
the viewer.

Despite the superior
acting, the play lacked setting,
but this is understandable
because it placed the focal point
on the story rather than on a
painted set or props. With this
in mind, each scene consisted
of a different layout of three
steel tables. It changed the
whereabouts of the scenes
without taking away from what
was happening in them. Also,
they conveyed a theme along

with the blood stained
costumes, which was an
interesting part of the play.

Overall, the play gets
two thumbs up. If given the
opportunity to change anything,
more costumes and weapons
modeled to resemble those from
the historical context of the play
would have been beneficial.
This would add another layer to
the actions and give a bit of
authenticity to the play as a
whole.

For more information
regarding the “Shakespeare
Now!” theatre company, visit
their website at
<www.shakespearenow.org>.

Macbeth: Not Always a Tragedy
By: Jesse Mallon

The Notebook,
directed by Nick Cassavetes
and written by Nicholas Sparks,
tells the summer romance of
Allie Hamilton, played by
Rachel McAdams, and Noah
Calhoun, played by Ryan
Gosling, a young couple who
fall in love.

 The movie begins
with an elderly man named
Duke, reading the story of Noah
and Allie to an old woman with
Alzheimer’s disease.

Noah and Allie spend
a memorable summer together,
while dealing with the struggles
of being from two different
social classes. After being
forced apart by Allie’s parents,
they eventually come to terms
with their separation and move
on with their own lives.

While working as a
nurse for wounded soldiers

during WWII, Allie meets a
wealthy lawyer named Lon
Hammond Jr. When they
become engaged Allie is
reminded of Noah. Her life
soon turns into one faced with
difficult choices and emotions.

 The film keeps the
audience at the edge of their
seats while awaiting Allie’s
final decision of who she wants
to marry.

The Notebook, rated
PG-13, was released in 2004
and is now on DVD. It became
a huge success. I liked the love
story behind the film and it even
made me shed a few tears
because it is very moving and
makes people realize that life is
short.

The Notebook shows
viewers the true meaning of
love and how behind every
great love is a great story.

The Notebook movie poster

Behind Every Great Love is a Great Story
By: Taylor Beaulieu
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The movie Avatar
takes place on the planet of
Pandora, home to ten-foot blue
creatures called the Na’vi. The
human’s military arrive on
Pandora in the year 2150 with
one thing in mind: to obtain as
much of the valuable mineral on
the planet as possible.

On Pandora humans
cannot breathe without oxygen
masks, so in order to travel the
planet freely, humans created
genetic clones of the Na’vi
people called Avatars. The main
character, Jake Sully, is asked

to fill his twin brother’s role as
an Avatar because his brother
died during a battle on Pandora.

 The purpose of
Sully’s Avatar is to become
familiar with the Na’vi people
in order to easily persuade them
to move their home off the
biggest mineral deposit on
Pandora. However, the Na’vi
people do not like the humans
and violence between the two
races erupts.

While interacting with
the Na’vi people, Sully begins
to care for them, especially a

young Na’vi princess, who he
falls in love with. Despite the
request for more time to reach
an agreement with the Na’vi
people from Sully, the humans
decide to attack the Na’vi
village.

  Before the last epic
battle, Sully must decide which
race he wants to fight with, the
humans or the Na’vi. Rated PG-
13, Avatar is out now and can
be seen in theatres everywhere.
To enhance your Avatar
experience, see the movie in
either 3-D or IMAX.

Avatar
By: Elijah Casey

A scene from the movie Avatar

The video game Call
of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 is
sure to be this year’s best selling
video game. This game has
definitely lived up to the high
expectations with its new
features and new game modes.

Players are crazy
about Modern Warfare 2
because of its features. By
customizing kill streaks, a
player can unlock the most
unique reward, a Tactical Nuke,
which allows players and the

team an instant win and kills all
players on the map.

Another new feature is
the game mode, one of which
is Demolition, which allows one
team to defend and the other to
attack to plant a bomb. All
players attacking have a bomb,
but after ten minutes if two
bombs are not planted the team
defending wins.

In Modern Warfare 2
another stand-out feature is the
ability to play in third person,

while playing Team
Deathmatch or Capture the
Flag.

While enjoying game
modes such as Team
Deathmatch, Search and
Destroy, or Headquarters, the
player must be in game chat.
This comes in handy when a
team needs to work together to
win.

Call of Duty 5 World
at War was disappointing to
most Call of Duty fans who

have the whole series because
of its overpowered guns, but
considering the new features
and new guns that Modern
Warfare 2 has, this game won’t
disappoint.

 Modern Warfare 2,
released November 10, 2009, is
rated Mature for kids 17 and up

due to intense violence,
language, drug use, and blood.
Developed by Infinity Ward and
published by Activision, it costs
$59.99 for the Play Station 3 or
Xbox 360. If into Call of Duty
and online combat, Modern
Warfare 2 is a must-buy.Modern Warfare 2

By: Bhaumik Patel

Cover of Modern Warfare 2 4
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For many designers,
fur is in, but for me it will
always be out. Fur coats and
other fur clothing are inhumane
and cruel. Why would someone
want to wear an animal’s skin?
If killing an animal to wear its
fur isn’t bad enough, how the
ranch owners and trappers
capture and keep the animals
before-hand is even crueler.

According to Fur is
Dead, a website, ranch-raised

Picture of a fur coat made from red fox fur

“Fur is Dead”
By: Taylor Beland

Red fox

It may seem that it’s a
waste of time to recycle or “go
green,” but recycling will save
the Earth from dying in the
future. Global warming is the
Earth’s average temperature
increasing, causing changes in
the climate. Climate change can
cause a change in animal
behavior, mountain height, sea
levels and the number of
wildfires.

There are many ways
to “go green.” It doesn’t take
much work; just a few simple
changes could benefit everyone.
For instance, if everyone turned
their water off when brushing
his/her teeth, each person could
save 1,200 gallons of water per
year.

According to
Greenopolis.com, a “green”
website that gives information
about recycling, etc, the
following are five ways to be
green:

1. Use Less Water:
Water heaters can be large
consumers of energy in homes
(second to the heating/cooling
system). Try lowering the
temperature and using cold
water as often as possible. If
you must let the water run in
order to warm up, catch the
water in a bucket and use it to
water plants. Cutting down on
the amount of water, especially
hot water, use can conserve
energy and save money.

2. Drive Less: Take
public transit, walk, bike,
carpool, whatever the preferred
mode of transportation, just

Recycle -- Go green --
Save the Earth

Go Green to end Global Warming
By: Amanda Kopiec

New Policy, new Problems? continued from page 1
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drive less. If the reduced
emissions aren’t enough to
sway you, maybe the rising gas
prices are.

3. Recycle More: You
recycle, but how can you do
more with it? Recycle any
packaging possible. It’s not
recyclable, see if it can be
reused. When buying paper
products, choose ones made
from recyclable materials (for
example some common
recyclables are: get tap water
from Brita to purify it or using
rechargeable batteries.)
However, you can recycle more
than just paper, plastic, and
aluminum. Donate your old cell
phone and other electronics to
charities, or take it back to the
retailer if they accept them.
Bring old car batteries,
antifreeze, and motor oil back
to participating mechanics. If
reusable grocery bags aren’t
used, at least return plastic bags
to the grocery store or ask for
paper bags when checking out.
Compost leftovers and leave
grass clippings on the lawn
instead of bagging them. Also,
think outside the box for larger
items, such as turning an old tire
into a tire swing. Pretty soon,
there will be a smaller amount
of garbage to put out on the
curb.

4. Plant a Tree: A good
way to give back to the
environment is to plant a tree,
or two or three. Planting a tree
will give exercise, offer
something nice to look at, and
give a sense of

foxes are kept in cages that are
only 2.5 square feet in volume,
with up to four other animals
per cage. Animals can suffer in
traps for days, in excruciating
pain. One in four animals will
chew their own leg off to
escape, only to die several days
later from blood loss, fever,
gangrene, or predation (<http:/

/www.fu r i sdead .com/d id
youknow.asp>).

PETA (People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals)
say that people taking killing
animals to protect the fur to the
extreme. Trappers will strangle,
beat or stomp the animal to
death to protect the fur from
damage. Animals on fur farms
are gassed, electrocuted,
poisoned with strychnine, or
have their necks snapped. The
methods are not 100 percent

effective, however, sometimes
the animal will wake up while
being skinned. Some trappers
and fur farm owners will skip
these steps and take the “easy”
way out and just skin the poor
animal alive (<http://
w w w . f u r i s d e a d . c o m /
didyouknow.asp>).

The animals that go
through this torture are living,
breathing things; they can think
and feel. Although they do it
differently, animals walk and

communicate with each other
just like humans. They also
scream and cry when subjected
to pain and injury.

When people take
away the life of an animal for
something as insignificant as a
fur coat for fashion it is bad, but
when they kill them in such a
cruel way it’s even worse.

Whenever I look at a
fur coat I can almost see what
the animal had to go through,
and I am totally against fur
because it is not fashionable to
wear murder.

accomplishment. Trees convert
pollutants to pure oxygen and
offer a home to wildlife. In
addition, depending upon what
type of tree chosen and where
it’s planted, the shade can
gradually help cool a home, as
well as offer a perfect spot for
relaxing. If  there is no space or
resources available to plant a
tree, there are plenty of
organizations that accept
donations and plant trees all
over the world.

5. Encourage Others:
One of the most helpful things
you can do is encourage others
to join the green effort. Even if
people do not start recycling or
conserving energy in their own
homes, telling others about the
efforts might encourage them to
make good choices.

It doesn’t take much,
but if everybody does their part
to help the environment, soon

we will be living in
a healthier,
c l e a n e r
environment. Do
your part. Tell a
friend, and
everyone will
benefit in the end.
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apology letter to the lunch lady,
which could be more effective.”

Principal Jeff Newman
said, “We do not support
students getting in the lunch
ladies’ faces.”

Some students are also
concerned about the health
issues that could be caused by
putting everyone’s sweatshirts
together, touching each other.

Delaney advised that
the health concerns are not an
issue. He said, “It’s the same as
being on the bus or giving your
friend a hug.”

 A lunch staff member
said, “I can live without [the
policy] and I don’t like to
enforce it; I’m just doing my
job.”

Newman said, “I think
it’s perfectly reasonable to
leave bags and coats.” He is
opposed to making students
take off their sweatshirts,
however.

Officer Hale said,
“Security cameras have been
asked for and will come in by
next week.”

Newman and other
staff have worked together to
find new methods of
controlling the theft without
having to force people to take
off their sweatshirts. He
suggested ideas such as fewer
students in the store at a time
and said that he’s prepared to
help Whitson’s monitor the
store.

The meetings
proved to be a success, with
the current ruling of fewer
students in the store and the
staff becoming more lenient
with the sweatshirt policy.
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“I love guns. I’m a gun
nut.”

These are not the
words one would expect to hear
from a Mass. state trooper. Yet,
this is exactly the way Joseph
Risteen feels about guns.

“Of course, it’s a
healthy interest in guns,”
Risteen said. “It’s possible to
like guns, but not be
homicidal.” However,
considering his career, this
obsession might be expected.

Risteen works in the
field of ballistics, which is “the
science of mechanics that deals
with the flight, behavior, and
effects of projectiles, especially
bullets, gravity bombs, rockets,
or the like” (<http://
e n . w i k i p e d i a . o r g / w i k i /
Ballistics>).

In other words, if there
were to be another incident like
the Columbine shooting, he
would be the guy to call. “There
are always police at a crime
scene. In situations like
Columbine, we just have to deal
with it.”

Risteen has known he
wanted to be in the business of
saving lives since he was a
young child. “When I was a kid,
I wanted to do a couple of
different things. I wanted to be
a firefighter, state trooper, and
wanted to deal with forensics,”
he said. When he was in high
school, he narrowed his list to
the military before finally
settling on state trooper.

According to Risteen,
the field of forensics was not as
popular as it is now. “CSI
wasn’t around. It has brought a
renewed interest to forensics,”
Risteen said. According to him,
the number of jobs available for
forensics has not been able to
keep up with the recent interest
in the subject.

Throughout his
presentation, Risteen passed out
gun jackets, among other
objects he comes across on a
daily basis.

“It was really
interesting because I didn’t
know anything about this
subject. He delivered it in a way
that was easy to understand,”
said Jen Tella (12). She is a

member of one of the forensics
classes that attended the
assembly.

Among other topics,
Risteen explained that the laws
of physics still apply to guns.
“Have any of you heard of the
Law of Conservation of
Energy?” he asked during the
presentation. He then
proceeded to explain the
importance of the law in the
context of weaponry, saying
that the shots used in movies are
not realistic.

“Special effects have
asked us about guns,” Risteen
confessed. He then added that
they usually reject the realistic
approach for something more
interesting.

Risteen also provided
the audience with the truth, that
it’s “where you get shot, not
what you’re shot with.” Being
shot in the chest, for instance,
would be fatal compared to
getting shot in the finger.

Yet, while the job of a
state trooper may sound like an
exciting episode of CSI: Miami,
it’s not all fun and games. “Over
the last year or so, more police
officers have committed suicide
from the depression of doing
their day-to-day business,”
Risteen revealed.

“No one is happy to
see you because they are either
a victim, or a criminal, or
someone who has been in a
terrible accident. The day-to-
day negativity is hard to deal
with,” he explained.

On a lighter note,
Risteen provided much insight
to those who attended. “I found
it interesting to see how one
shot could provide so much
detail in a case,” said Stephanie
Chaplin (12), a member of one
of the law classes that attended.

“He gave the students
a more hands-on view of the
topic,” said Ms. Deanna Wells-
Scott, forensics teacher at AHS.
“I have already worked another
presentation into the schedule
for next year,” she added.

Being a state trooper
has its benefits and downfalls,
but Risteen takes each day in
stride, because, as he said, “I
love guns.”
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By: Samantha Wood

Bombardier News
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Recently, the AHS
Environmental Club hosted a
benefit concert for rainforest
conservation and preservation.
Not only did it fundraise to help
protect important natural
resources and animal habitats,
but it also showcased local
bands, many of which included
AHS students.

Some of the acts that
played were: Bears on Wheels,
Die Another Day, and Thermal
Agony. Magical Music Band,
winner of the 2009 AHS Battle
of the Bands, headlined along
with the band Jewel City
Bastards.

The proceeds from the
concert were given to the
Rainforest Action Network
(RNA), an environmental
organization stemming from
California. With the money, the
RNA will pay for rainforest land

to be protected from industries
that would jeopardize the
forest ecosystem, such as
lumber and agriculture.

It is important to
protect rainforests because of
the benefits they bestow upon
the world. The Amazon
Rainforest alone produces 20
percent of the Earth’s oxygen.
Also, some plants that are
invaluable to advances in
medicine are only found in the
rainforest ecosystem. By
destroying the rainforest,
humanity is shutting the door
on potential cures for present
day and future afflictions.

The concert was on
Dec. 22. Doors opened at 5
p.m. and the show lasted
roughly until 9 p.m. Tickets
were sold for $3 in advance and
at the door for $5. Concessions
were also for sale, including

organic chocolate from Equal
Exchange.

Tyler Chauncey, the
“main man and visionary” of
Bears on Wheels commented
about the show, “It was a fun
time, plain and simple. There
was a great atmosphere and the
crowd was there just to enjoy
music, so there was little
pressure.”

Alex Lozanski, another
patron of the concert said, “I
liked that I could go see and
support some local bands and
help a good cause at the same
time.”

Overall, the event was
a success. The Environmental
Club raised around $400 for the
RNA. They also mentioned
plans for another concert in the
spring, to raise even more
money to further their efforts for
a better Earth.

Rock for Trees
By: Jesse Mallon

Forest in Mexico burned for agricultural land
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Basketball Tryouts
By: Elijah Casey

Last Fall AHS
underwent its varsity and junior
varsity basketball tryouts. The
potential team members began
the day by gathering and
listening to Mr. Mark Houle,
varsity basketball coach and
athletic director, stress the

importance of certain
expectations for the basketball
team.

Houle told the
hopefuls, “In order to make the
team it’s going to take hard
work.” After a slight jog and a
good stretch, the easy parts of

the tryouts were over. Soon after
the warm-up, players were put
through intensive “foot fires,”
defensive slides, ball handling
drills, and shooting drills,
leaving most extremely winded.
After drills were completed,
sprints were run by players to the

voice of Houle in the
background yelling,
“Let’s work! Let’s
work.”

Players were
given a three-minute
water break and then
asked to participate in
more exhausting drills.
The drills consisted of
guarding the post,
guarding wing players,
guarding a pick and roll,
and boxing out.

Next, players
were broken up into
teams and asked to
scrimmage. The pickup

Continued on page 9Basketball hoop in the gym where tryouts took place
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Editorials

Most how-to articles
relate to topics such as how to
bake a delicious apple pie or
how to build a bottle rocket
using household ingredients.
Not being allowed near an oven
or dangerous chemicals, I can’t
help you with either of those
activities. I can, however,
impart the wisdom I’ve
gathered over the years writing
self-deprecating editorials
about issues in society or
challenges in my own life.

I’ve found an
unfaltering pattern in each of
my opinion pieces. With a few
simple steps, you, too, can
coherently express any
viewpoint in a sophisticated and
respectful manner.

Step one: find
something to complain about.
Sure, no one likes a whiny
curmudgeon, but sometimes we
all need to vent about an
annoyance. A great opinion
piece should persuade its
audience and rouse them to grab
pitchforks and torches, and
storm to the town center to
devise a rational and calm
solution to the problem.

Step two: once you
have a topic, develop an
argument that encompasses
your feelings on the subject.
Emotions can range from
excitement to annoyance to
blatant apathy, as long as you
can defend your beliefs. Try not
to be hypocritical about your
topic, but if you must, I advise
you to add a disclaimer in your
article. (For example,
“Warning: I like eggs, but I’m
going to write about all the
negative aspects of the
incredible edible food” is not an
acceptable repudiation. Try
again.)

Step three: find
credible examples to back up
your argument or position.
Arguments will not be accepted
or considered unless they are
logical and have ample reasons
to prove their points.
Alternatively, you may be able

to just ramble nonsensically,
and if all else fails, use
elaborate words and garrulous,
loquacious sentences to create
ambiguity and confuse your
audience in an attempt to
convince them to believe
anything you say.

Step four: compile all
of your information together in
logical, coherent sentences.
Nobody will listen to someone
who writes like a five-year-old
after snack time. Unless you are
a five-year-old writing an
opinion piece and work best
under the influence of
processed sugar and apple
juice. Then, kudos to you and
your prodigious ingenuity.

Step five: add a touch
of humor or sarcasm to keep
things interesting. This is, of
course, optional, as is the rest
of this article. By no means is
this a credible source. (I think
that was established when I
implied a bottle rocket was
made using harmful chemicals.)

The parentheses segue
to my next suggestion — add
interesting asides that sort of
relate to your point but are
really just there for a touch of
humor or to quiet the crazy
voices in your head that want
to vent their own opinions. (I’m
just kidding, there are no voices
— yes there are — shhh, no
there are not.)

All humor aside,
editorials must have a purpose,
and adding a more serious side
to your case may help accent the
main argument. Whichever
method you choose to use —
humor, seriousness, or
confusion — remember to be
respectful to your audience and
about your subject, no matter
how angry you are or how much
you disagree with others’
beliefs.

If none of the above
suggestions work, try renting a
plane to write your message in
the sky. It may be expensive, but
it’s sure to attract some
attention.

Edition 2 Winter 2010

A Frustrated Writer

How to Write an Editorial
By: Melanie Thibeault

I can still remember
my first day of high school,
feeling as if I didn’t fit in. I
woke up before my sisters
because they were still fortunate
enough to be in middle school.
I was terrified and felt
completely alone.

All of my friends
seemed as if they were happy
to leave the comfort of middle
school and conquer the
challenges of high school. I, on
the other hand, would have been
happy to fail eighth grade and
stay inside of its secure walls
forever.

After coming home
from school that first day, I felt
overwhelmed. I
was already up to
my neck in
homework. I had
never played
sports everyday
after school before
and I was not
aware of the time
it would take away
from doing
homework.

F a s t
forward four
years. I am now a
senior, wiser and
more experienced,
ready to take on the world of
college.

My attitude has
completely changed. I have met
more friends than I ever
imagined I would and I have
learned more about life and
myself as a result of some
amazing teachers.

High school has gone
by faster than expected. As a
freshman, I couldn’t wait for it
to end. As a senior, I wish I had
more time.

With each tradition I
experience, I know it’s my last
chance to do so — last spirit
rally, last field hockey banquet,
last report card. Every event has
the same feeling of finality.

A part of me is
extremely grateful to be leaving

Attleboro. The world seems to
be calling my name, begging me
to fulfill my lifelong dream of
traveling abroad and learn what
it feels like to live in a town
other than the one I’ve lived in
my entire life.

I want to have a job
that I enjoy until I’ve decided
it’s time to retire. Growing up
and starting a family are also
post-high school goals I’ve set
for myself.

However, high school
was not something I would ever
take back. I’ve learned more
about myself in these four years
than any other point in my life.
Friends, boyfriends, stress, time

management, and even death
have all caused me to alter
myself and figure out what my
limits are.

Until my junior year,
I didn’t realize I could stay
awake working on a project past
three in the morning and still
function, albeit barely, the next
day at school.

Junior year is also the
year I learned how to balance
sports, extracurricular
activities, work, friends, and
family. It was tough, but after a
couple of “crying sessions,” I
had it down to a science. (Well,
maybe not quite, but I was
close.)

My teachers have each
played a part in my experience
as well. I have learned

everything from how to create
a thesis to finding the derivative
of a mathematical function.

I have experienced the
infamous SAT, and lived to tell
about it, which is something I
didn’t think was possible. I can
even say I survived AP tests,
which I didn’t know existed
before high school.

I have watched my
friends grow up alongside me,
reaching life milestones along
the way. Learning to drive and
turning into a legal adult are
both events that have made me
realize that no one can escape
the oncoming challenge of life.

My friends and I are
still awaiting our
next milestone —
graduation. Yet, I
know I won’t have
to wait long because
my experiences in
the last four years
have taught me life
only moves forward.
There’s no rewind
button and no
slowing down. Life
only moves in one
direction, and seems
to move faster as
time goes on.

I know I am
far from sagacious, but I can say
I am more experienced than I
was four years ago, and with
this experience, I would like to
share something with my fellow
seniors.

No matter what you
want to do with your life after
high school, whether it be join
the army or go to college or
anything in between, you must
always remember this: the
journey of life is full of bumps
and bruises, ups and downs, joy
and anguish. However, one
thing is certain: high school
only comes once in a lifetime,
and once it’s over, it’s gone
forever.

So, make the best of
these last few months, and
whatever you do, don’t look
back.

Confessions of a Graduating Senior
By: Samantha Wood

This past summer, I
finally caved in to my friends’
pestering and created a
Facebook account. After years
of ignoring the hype about
social networking, I decided to
become a member of the
alternate Internet universe and
what a different and scary world
it is. I had no idea what I was
missing, and perhaps it was best
I was not aware of the seedy
happenings of the web. Alas, it
is too late to turn back now, so
instead I will share my journey
with anyone who will continue
reading.

When I first made up
my mind to create a Facebook
profile, I was quite excited; one
could argue almost giddy,
though I usually only grow
giddy after seeing Santa at the
mall or when a new episode of
iCarly is premiering. Even if
I’ve grown up in the social
networking word, I still have
the right to be a teenage girl,
thank you.

 Anyway, I was so
excited that I stayed up late to
create a profile, which for me,
consisted of picking a picture
of myself in which I looked

semi-normal, so as not to scare
away potential friends. When
that failed, I settled on a picture
where I appeared practically
comatose, and to which my
friend posted she could see up
my nose. Perfect. Subsequent
pictures then included me
dressed as a pirate and one as a
ninja. (That whole “normal”
thing never happened.)

After the picture
fiasco, I searched for friends,
rather stalkerishly I might add,
and sent out a million and one

Facebook Frenzy
By Melanie Thibeault

Continued on page 8
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Being a senior, I have
spent the last year traveling to
colleges around the country and
learning all there is to know
about each. I have flown
halfway across the U.S. to
Chicago, Ill., and have taken the
short drive to Hartford, Conn.,
in an attempt to determine
where I would like to spend the
next four years of my life.

While engaging in
these travels, I came to the
realization that college is going
to be one of the most
exhilarating experiences I will
ever encounter.

I clearly remember
walking down the streets of
Evanston, on the outskirts of
Northwestern University, when
I had my epiphany. “I know why
so many people enjoy college,”
I told my dad, who was walking
along beside me.

“Why is that?” he
asked.

“Well, because there is
no other place in the world
where people are given the
expanse of opportunities
available to them in college.”
Concerts at reduced student
prices, highly respected and
otherwise hard-to-get speakers,
and sports that were previously
only found in movies (yes, they

do have Quidditch in multiple
universities across the country,
226 to be exact) are among the
many phenomena students
encounter while in college.

It’s also a chance for
students to meet the friends they
will have for the rest of their
lives and a time to reinvent
themselves if they wish. It’s a
fresh start and an opportunity to
discover one’s self.

Some people don’t
realize their potential until they
arrive at college. They’re put
into situations that they would
never have encountered on their
own and pushed to their limits,
proving they are smarter than
they originally thought.

The professors of each
class are experts in their
individual fields, and many have
already published work.
Students are given the privilege
of meeting with these
professionals every week.
Professors are willing to help
each student and offer office
hours during which the students
receive personalized help.

School spirit in high
school cannot compare in any
way to the spirit found in
college. Division I sporting
events are usually televised on
the sports network and games

are oftentimes sold out. The
stadiums found at each
university put the AHS gym to
shame. Going to a college
football game is like going to a
Patriots game, but less
expensive.

Living away from
home is another step on the
pathway to adulthood. Living
with my friends is something I
have wanted to do since I had
my first sleepover in elementary
school. Granted, there is no
guarantee that I’ll get along with
my roommate, but from what
I’ve heard, that doesn’t seem to
be a huge problem for people.

Proving to my parents
I can survive on my own is hard
to do, and I have to admit that
I’m a little scared, but it’s part
of life. Children grow up and
realize they don’t need their
parents all the time. Some
people opt to stay close to home,
but I don’t think I’ll have a
problem with moving far away.
Now is the perfect time for me
to travel the country while I’m
still young.

This brings me to my
next favorite aspect of college
— studying abroad. The chance
to study in a foreign country is
one of the most amazing
opportunities I plan to take

advantage of in college. I have
always wanted to travel the
world and learn about different
cultures and lifestyles. College
gives me the chance to do this
while still earning credit that can
be transferred back overseas.

High school has been
great fun, but I’m ready to move
on to a whole new experience. I
have learned everything I can
from my teachers and parents,
and now it’s time for me to take

this knowledge to a place I’ve
never been before. College may
be expensive, but it’s a price I
am willing to pay on the way to
a higher education.

An acceptance letter is
an invitation to the rest of life. I
have no idea where I will be at
this time next year or who I’ll
be living with. I do know,
however, that no matter where I
am, it will be an experience like
no other.

Acceptance letter from Harvard

http://www.wiruch.com/fon01/harvard%27s%20acceptance%20letter.jpg

Accepted
By: Samantha Wood
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friend requests. I was so
energized that night, wondering
who had accepted my requests,
that I slept about six hours
before waking up extra early to
turn on my computer. Only then
did I realize in the time I
attempted to sleep, only two
people had logged on and
accepted; the rest were still
comfortably asleep till noon.

Thus, my honeymoon
with Facebook soon ended. The
first major problem occurred
when I logged on to check my
e-mail messages. Apparently,
there is a setting on the website
to turn off receiving e-mail
notifications. If you do not click
this, Facebook will send a
message every time a person
accepts your friend request,
sends a friend request, posts a
message to your Wall, or leaves
a comment on anything you
write or any picture you post.
When I tried to log on the next
night, I was greeted with 60 new
messages; that is, after my
computer took five minutes to
load all the new mail.

I’ve discovered the
notifications on my Facebook
homepage can also be
annoying. After logging in and
finding 20 new notifications, it
is quite a spirit-breaker to
discover 19 of these are
comments from strangers who
voiced their opinions on the
same picture or status I
commented on previously.
Most likely that last comment
will be someone liking a status
or sending me a hug, which I
have yet to figure out how to
receive and open. Sorry if I

offended anyone by ignoring
your act of kindness; it’s
nothing personal, just my
ineptness with a computer.

Other nuisances are
the friend requests, which can
be somewhat awkward. Many
times a person will request to
be friends
even if you
have not
met them,
s i m p l y
b e c a u s e
you have
m u t u a l
friends or
attend the
s a m e
school. The
truly bored
people in
search of
amusement
will send
f r i e n d
requests to
people who
have the
same name
as them in
an attempt to create a Facebook
alliance and then take over the
world.

 As for others on
Facebook, I’ve noticed several
different types of social
networkers. There are the
friends who share every detail
of their lives with humanity by
updating their status every thirty
seconds. They often repeat the
same thing eight times but with
a different variation, which to
others, or at least me, is
annoying to see on the
Newsfeed. (I understand you’re

excited about your new pet
ferret but unfortunately, or
maybe fortunately, the majority
of the world doesn’t feel the
same way.)

 At the other extreme,
there are people who never post
a status or update their profiles,

making you wonder if they
actually ever log on. These
folks make me wish I had their
will-power instead of feeling
the compulsion to check my
account every day without fail.

Another part of my
dislike with Facebook is the
information I receive from
people’s statuses and profiles.
The news I discover makes me
feel like quite a stalker. I can
find out who is in a relationship
with who, who is now single,
who is hanging out with whom
tomorrow and where they are
going, and who is in a fight with

whom. These are things I don’t
need or want to know. (I know
what you’re thinking: then don’t
read it; however, it’s hard to
avoid when it’s on my
homepage glaring at me each
time I log in.)

In addition to commun
i c a t i n g
w i t h
p e o p l e
on l ine ,
Facebook
a l s o
s u c k s
p o o r
s o u l s
i n t o
applica-
t i o n s ,
w h i c h
include a
plethora
of crazy
quizzes,
such as
“ W h a t
random
o b j e c t
am I?”

For the record, I am a
pen, which I suppose is fitting
for a writer. (Perhaps Facebook
knows more about my life than
I suspected.)

There is also an
application called FarmVille, in
which I assume people create
farms and then work on them.
I’m not quite sure what goes on
other than some animals
become lost and people win
ribbons. Whatever shenanigans
occur, I refuse to be sucked into
such time-consuming craziness!
There are also flair and bumper
stickers, which have

inspirational or amusing
sayings and can be sent and
received by friends. These I will
admit are quite entertaining, but
after spending an hour or so
looking through them, I feel
unaccomplished and empty
inside.

As for Facebook Chat,
that is a downgrade from any
Instant Messenger service. It
allows friends who are online
to talk back-and-forth, but it
often freezes or loses
connection, thus ruining
friendly or important
conversations. In its defense,
however, I will point out that the
sender can create funny little
creatures, such as a shark or
penguin, using key codes. (The
code: (^^^) creates a friendly
shark icon. Try it.)

While I just thor-
oughly complained about the
website, I do think it is a great
way to stay in touch with family
and friends, especially those
who live far away or are off at
college. Despite that, I still think
the best and most rewarding
form of communication is
speaking with people in person
and spending time with them
without employing any means of
technology. If that fails or is
impossible to execute, then by
all means, use Facebook Chat
and spend hours sending robots
and penguins back and forth. If
nothing else, you will both be
amused for hours. Trust me.
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Texting in class isn’t
acceptable but students should
be able to have some time in
school to text. When students
text in class it’s disturbing to
other students. However, if
students could text during the
15 minutes of SSR during lunch
while everyone is eating, and
during passing time, they
wouldn’t be disturbing anyone.
The administration could also
allow texting in the halls.

When students are in
trouble for texting it’s not what
teens want; students just want
to be able to have some time to
talk with friends in private. For
example, during lunch time
students are not in a classroom,
they should have the right to
text. The problem is teachers
don’t know if their students are
texting other students in
different classes. If those
students are caught texting, they
should receive referrals.

Secret texting

Texting in Class
By: Talitha Vidinha

Teachers and many
students believe texting in
school is distracting. However,
I believe that in addition to six
hours of desk work, students
should be able to have some
time to socialize because school
should be fun as well as
educational.

Students know that
after school there’s time to text
and talk, but what if we forgot
a sweatshirt in a classroom and
you know that your friend has
that class next, you could text
them, and ask them to get it; that
way you don’t have to be late
to class.

Texting in school
could be scheduled into the day
as a limited social time.

Being able to text
could help if something were to
happen. For example, if you
were a part of the sports team
and need to know what time and
place practice is going to be on

that day. If you needed to know
something about what was
going on in the school, such as
a sign-up, texting is a way to
ask. It’s easy and fast and could
help out a lot of people.

The administration
has the authority to offer texting
during SSR, lunch time and
passing time in the hallways.
During class teachers could ask
students to take out their phones
and turn them off in front of the
teachers when “texting time” is
over.

But there are always
those students who don’t
cooperate with the rules. Those
are the students who should get
in trouble. Students should be
happy if the rules were changes
so they can text in school. They
shouldn’t take advantage of it
because then students would
lose this
opportunity.

Presents wrapped for the holidays

Christmas Do’s and Don’ts:
Holiday Recap

By: Jesse Mallon

With the holidays
coming to a close, and a new
year beginning it is important
to embrace those same ideas of
a warm home and a charitable
heart.

It is also important to
remember a few other things,
such as not buying a younger
family member something that
can make loud noises and
combine that with sugar and
candy from their stocking.
Many people struggle with what
to buy people for seasonal gift-
giving, and whether the excuse
is “It’s a gag gift,” or “It was
last minute and stores were
swamped,” the male recipient
of reindeer print socks still feels
the same (Thanks by the way).

The best gift idea is
cash or a prepaid Visa. It’s
flexible with many possible
uses, nourishes the freedom for
one to buy what they want, and

has a more positive reception
than mints and a free trip to the
dentist.

Holiday dinner is a
great time to bring people
together; until somebody’s
mashed potatoes go from their
spoon to somebody else’s
forehead. Best keep the
slapstick comedy out of the
dining room.

Grievances aside, it is
important to enjoy the company
in which one spends their
holidays; remember the love
somebody wraps up with the
gifts they give, not necessarily
the gift itself. Regardless of
what holiday is being
celebrated, the important thing
is to enjoy them; they only come
once a year. Speaking of years,
welcome to 2010. Make this
first step into a new decade
prosperous and happy, and
remember those resolutions!
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Have you ever walked
into a pet shop and thought
“How much is that puppy in the
window?” Did you ever stop to
think where that puppy came
from or where its parents are
right now? The answer to those
questions is a puppy mill.

Wikipedia defines a
puppy mill as “a commercial
dog breeding facility that is
operated with an emphasis upon
profits above animal welfare
and is often under substandard
conditions ignoring the well-
being of dogs in their care”
(<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Puppy_mill>).

Basically, it’s a place
where dogs are crammed into
small cages and over bred.

Adopt, don’t Shop
By: Taylor Beland

According to K9-
Lifeline Corporation, mill
owners don’t care about dogs’
well-being.  For example, a dog
can be debarked. This process
includes “ramming a steel rod
down a young puppy’s throat.
This severes the vocal chords
and/or destroys the voice box,
thus leaving the dog
‘barkless’.”(<http: //www.k9
lifeline.ca/PMills.html>). It is
said that 98 percent of pet stores
buy their dogs from puppy
mills.

A Debby’s Petland
employee said, “They buy their
puppies from United States
Department of Agriculture
(USDA) certified breeders from

all around the country.” She
added,” They are against puppy
mills.”

However, USDA
certified breeders are puppy
mills. A USDA license means
nothing. It’s just permission
from the government to mass
produce puppies to be sold at
pet stores. The next time a pet
store says that they buy their
puppies from USDA certified
breeders, they’re really saying
they purchase their puppies
from puppy mills according to
(<http://www.all-creatures.org/
articles/act-c-puppymills-fs-
1.html>).

People don’t want to
support puppy mills, however,
they don’t know where else to
buy dogs. The answer is simple.

Puppies can be purchased from
a local pet shelter or from an
animal rescue.

The Attleboro Animal
Shelter, located on Pond St., the
Pawtucket Animal Shelter,
located in Slater Park or even
the Rhode Island Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals (RISPCA) have
puppies available.

RISPCA has about 30
dogs up for adoption right now.
For more information visit
< h t t p : / / w w w. p a w t u c k e t
animalshelter.org> or <http://
www.rispca.com/sitemap.html
>.

A lot of people think
shelters have only mutts and
mixed breeds, however, one out
of  four dogs in a shelter is a

pure bred (< http://www.
aspca.org/fight-animal-cruelty/
puppy-mills/ >).

By looking at a couple
of shelters, people will be able
to find the dog/puppy they’re
looking for without supporting
and financing puppy mills.
Asked what advice she would
give to a person debating to buy
a puppy or adopt one, an animal
control officer from Pawtucket
said “I would definitely tell the
person to adopt a dog.”

 Linda, an employee
from the RISPCA said, “We
[the employees of the RISCPA]
are against puppy mills, they
breed constantly, they’re not
good and you get many sick
animals from them.”

     Adopting from a shelter
can save a life
and poten-
tially put
puppy mills
out of
business.

         So,
please, save a
life.
Adopt...
        don’t
    shop.

Dogs in cages at a puppy mill
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games were competitive and
were played at an extremely
quick pace. Coaches sat and
watched on the sidelines
occasionally writing something
down on their paper.

Finally, tryouts ended
with more defensive slides to
stress the importance of defense
on the players. Houle said, “If
we want to win games, we have
to be a solid defensive team.”

Once the finally
defensive slides were over,
everyone bought it and
collectively chanted, “Hard
work.”

Two days later the
teams were made. The varsity
basketball team consists of: J.J
Jolaoso (10), Bestlee Vazquez
(11), Abiola Aborishade (12),
Kebba Nasso (11), Joe
Narkiewicz (11), Mahlik
Johnson (11), Nate Robitaille
(11), Anthony Watson (12),
Stephen Edmonds (10), Tim
Flynn (11), Shawn Silva (11),
and Matt Cambell (12). The
Bombardiers took flight against
their long time rival Bishop
Feehan High School on
December 14, 2009.

Basketball Tryouts continued from page 6

Editorials, cont.
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There should be a
warning sticker given to every
high school student the first day
of his or her senior year:
Caution! You have a maximum
of three months determination
and concentration left before
your brain shuts down
completely for a hibernation
period of six months or until the
first semester of college begins.
Then, maybe some of us would
have been more prepared for
the horrible condition of
senioritis that has begun to
spread like elementary-school
cooties.

Every high school
student, except maybe some
freshmen, claims to suffer from
this mind-numbing, soul-
wrenching disease. Even I, as a
sophomore, wrote an article
warning about it, but I was a
mere child then, oblivious to the
true horrors that come with
senioritis. Sophomores and
juniors have mere tastes of the
I-can’t-focus, I-don’t-want-to-
work-on-this-anymore attitude,
but the full storm doesn’t arrive
until seniors walk through the
menacing doors on the first day
after summer vacation.

School is not so
atrocious the first couple of
weeks. The schoolwork relieves
many seniors of the boredom
they endured over the summer.
After classes become routine,
approximately two months into
the year, senioritis strikes,
praying on the weakest, most
frustrated students first and
eventually breaking its way into
the minds of even the most goal-
oriented, enthusiastic students.

First, seniors become
lazy and unmotivated to
complete homework
assignments, especially longer
essays and research papers,
when they also have to write
college application essays.
(Because, really, how many of
us were motivated enough to
write them over the summer?)

 Pushing work off
until the last minute and staying
up late or even pulling all-
nighters is common. Eventually,
after the tedious repetition of
assignments, all motivation is

lost and students feel no
compulsion to complete these
assignments, which is an unwise
decision, since grades begin to
drop.

Any activity becomes
more appealing to a high school
senior as long as it is not related
to a school project. Watching
paint dry or grass grow, finding
a needle in a massive haystack,
counting ceiling tiles and
simultaneously twiddling one’s
thumbs, and staring at one’s
shoes are all much more
enjoyable activities than
suffering through classes and
homework.

Along with the
reluctance to do any sort of
work, senioritis has another
effect that only shows up during
senior year: the ants in the pants
complex. Before senior year,
students tolerated (and possibly
even enjoyed) their classes and
merely complained about the
work to be done outside of
school.

During senior year,
students can no longer stand
class time and find it extremely
difficult to sit in a chair and pay
attention for however long
classes last. Glancing at the
clock every five minutes and
staring at it in an attempt to
force time to move more
quickly are both common
practices by seniors. The urge
to jump up in the middle of class
and take a stroll down the
hallway and possibly out the
door and into one’s car also
occurs on an almost-daily basis.

That is not to say that
seniors no longer enjoy their
classes. To the contrary, I still
find several of my classes
interesting and worthwhile.
However, senioritis preys on the
weary mind and has a nasty
habit of sometimes overcoming
the passion and enthusiasm
some students feel toward their
classes.

Senioritis is fueled by
sleep deprivation, so the less a
student sleeps from staying up
late to do work, the more their
motivation dwindles and the
longer it takes to complete
assignments. Thus, the student

feels even less motivated to
work. It is a horrible cycle,
whose only treatments include
massive amounts of caffeine or
protestation to the government
to lengthen the amount of hours
in a day.

I have just been
informed that the first option
may have some serious
unconstructive side effects,
such as being overly
hyperactive or jittery, extreme
alertness and attention to detail,
and the sudden urge to have a
spontaneous dance party. (I see
no offense with the latter.)

Picketing outside the
White House to lengthen that
inconvenient 24-hours-in-a-day
tradition may not produce
desired results, unless said
results include being chased
nine blocks by the Secret
Service for refusing to leave the
grounds. (Apparently, it is not
a protest if you are the only one
standing on the White House
lawn holding a sign; it is then
considered trespassing.)

Since these options
have failed, I don’t think I have
any adequate advice for high
school seniors other than to
hang in there like that cute
kitten falling out of a tree on
those cheesy Hallmark cards.
We only have five months until
graduation, so don’t give up on
all that hard work you’ve
completed these past three and
a half years.

As I sit here in
journalism class, spinning in
circles on my chair, I find that I
can no longer concentrate on
writing this article. (Flash
forward one week: I am now
continuing this paragraph and
the paragraphs in the middle, all
while spinning in my computer
chair at home.)

Don’t worry; the irony
of the situation is not lost upon
me. I have maintained some
knowledge from previous and
current classes and I haven’t
lost all of the passion that drives
me to try and succeed — just a
majority of it, which I know will
somehow find its way back to
me before college begins.

Senioritis Strikes Again
By: Melanie Thibeault

Not even fieldtrips keep seniors awake
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For most teenagers,
turning 18 is a huge deal. It
symbolizes a transformation
from carefree childhood to the
responsible world of adulthood,
even though most teenagers feel
the burden of responsibility
prior to turning the big one-
eight.

For teenagers at least,
each birthday brings new and
exciting activities and
responsibilities for them to
seize. For example, at sixteen,
most teens start driving lessons.
Eighteen, however, is the most
anticipated birthday, as it opens
many doors of opportunity
previously shut and locked to
teenagers.

Eighteen-year-olds
are legally allowed to do many
things younger teens are not.
They can buy cigarettes and
lottery tickets, as well as a free
pass to nicotine or gambling
addictions. (The latter may
prove to be an issue for me, as I
enjoy the suspense of scratch
tickets more than one should.)

Granted more civic
responsibilities, eighteen-year-
olds are allowed to: vote, own
and operate firearms, hold
property, become organ donors,
enlist in the military and are of
the age required to serve on a
jury. As another step into
adulthood, eighteen-year-olds
are now criminally charged in
an adult court rather than in a
juvenile court.

The above actions all
require a certain level of
maturity and consideration that
not all younger teens possess.
While they are expected to take
on a higher level of
accountability, eighteen-year-
olds are also given several
privileges. Age 18 is the legal
age when one can get a tattoo
or a body piercing without

You’re never too old to enjoy the playground
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Growing Up is Hard to Do
By: Melanie Thibeault

parental consent. I don’t think
I’ll be practicing either of these
activities to celebrate my
newfound adulthood, however.
Any activity involving sharp
pointy objects is not what I call
a good time.

There is another
opportunity given to new adults.
They can now order
merchandise from those cheesy,
obnoxious infomercials. Never
before could they pick up the
phone and order a fancy
leopard-printed Snuggie to
keep them warm while
watching more infomercials at
3 a.m. Personally, I would like
to also order a BeDazzler to
glam up my Snuggie and be the
snazziest college student in my
dorm next year.

While turning 18 has
proven to be an exciting and
long-anticipated event, I find
something melancholy about
the experience. Sure, I’m eager
to practice my newfound
privileges and responsibilities.
I look forward to having a
political voice and exerting my
opinions with the right to vote.
As I’ve already mentioned, I
will enjoy buying my first
scratch ticket and will love it
even more if it pays off my
college bills for the next four
years. (I can only hope.)

The transformation
from child to adult does not
automatically happen when one
wakes up on his eighteenth
birthday. That metamorphosis
occurs throughout adolescence.
Levels of knowledge, maturity
and responsibility are created
and augmented differently for
each person depending on his
or her experiences.

Some adolescents may
be more mature than other
eighteen-year-olds while some

10
Continued on page 11



eighteen-year-olds may still
possess childish attitudes
equivalent to twelve-year-olds.
Whatever the case may be, there
is still an implication that
turning 18 means adulthood has
been reached. Herein lies my
grievance.

I have seen the real
world, and it is as terrifying as
embarking on a single-handed
mission to save the world from
an impending detonation of
nuclear weapons. There are
many controversial and
important issues occurring in
the world right now, and the
idea that my generation will
soon be in charge of dealing
with them is a bit
overwhelming.

To think that I might
have a part in shaping the future
is crazy. Just a few years ago, I
was boarding the school bus,
carrying my Disney lunchbox
and playing kickball at recess.
Now, in a few years, I will have
graduated from college and will
hopefully have a respectable
career. When did that happen?

Of course, I’m thrilled
to start a new chapter in my life,
but to see another one close is
still disheartening. In the most
literal sense, my childhood has
ended forever, but I refuse to
accept that. I will not say
goodbye to those silly
childhood games and fancies.
They are the things that have
kept me (and probably my
peers) sane throughout the
years.

What is a future
without the dreams I learned to
create as a child? The only way
I see myself succeeding in life

Edition 2 Winter 2010

Growing Up is Hard to Do continued from page 10

is to keep creating far-fetched
goals and dreams. What is life
without those dorky,
entertaining, stress-relieving
times? I still plan to break out
my aged, beaten-up Razor
scooter and take a ride down
Memory Lane, and I will
continue to challenge my
friends to intense air hockey
competitions.

So, to all of those
conflicted eighteen-year-olds
who are in the same boat as me
(whether it be a newfangled
eco-friendly boat of the future
or a plastic toy battleship from
the past), I have one last thing
to say. There are no rewind,
pause or fast-forward buttons in
life. We are all growing up, and
the only way to act is to
embrace the changes that life
deals without forgetting the
lessons from our past.

While we are now
adults, we shouldn’t forget the
positive aspects of childhood —
the innocence, the kindness, the
simple pleasures, the fun and
games and the willingness to
learn and grow. We should carry
these things with us into the
subsequent chapters of our lives
and not stress over increasing
responsibilities.

Eighteen is merely a
number, not a life sentence. If
we can balance work and play,
we should all be successful in
whatever challenges life throws
our way. So don’t sweat over
entering adulthood, and don’t
worry about losing those
childhood pleasures. Combine
the two, have a little faith and
welcome the experiences that
lie ahead.

At Burger King you
can have it your way. At
McDonald’s you’ll love it. At
Wendy’s it’s not just fast food.
When you’re hungry and don’t
feel like cooking or sitting down
at a restaurant, deciding on
which place to go can be hard.
Burger King is the best choice.

Burger King has a
wide selection of food. They
offer variations of salads,
chicken sandwiches, burgers,
and even Hershey’s Sundae
Pies for dessert. Burger King
also has cherry Icees, which
Wendy’s and McDonald’s don’t
have. For breakfast, biscuit
sandwiches and mini hash
browns are available. The BK
Burger Shots are fairly new to
the Burger King menu and are
available in packages of two for
a dollar, or six package meals
for $5.

Burger King is known
for its Whoppers and Whopper
Jrs., which are very popular.
The commercials show people
getting angry because Burger
King has stopped making
Whoppers for a day.
Whoppers are also healthier
than Big Macs from
McDonald’s and the Baconator
from Wendy’s. The Baconator
is a whopping 970 calories and
the Big Mac is 540, while
Whopper Jrs., are only 370
calories with the full Whoppers
rolling in at 670 calories.

The Burger King is
Burger King’s mascot and
children receive crowns on their
birthdays. McDonald’s mascot
is Ronald McDonald and he can
sometimes scare children,
especially if they have a fear of
clowns. Wendy’s mascot is a

plain little red-headed girl
named Wendy.

Burger King recently
remolded its facilities around
the country, so it’s more up-to-
date. Customers can now watch
one of the new wide screen
televisions while they eat their
favorite menu items.

Customers also have
the option of personalizing their
meals anyway they want. On the
cups it says, “Maybe you want
a little ice, maybe you want a
lot. Maybe you want to mix
coke and sprite, you can have it
any way you want it.” Most
people want the option of
choosing how they want their
meal. The best choice of the
three restaurants is Burger King
because “you can have it your
way.”

Burger King Logo

Have it your Way
By: Taylor Beland

Wendy’s, a fast food
chain commonly known to be
the healthiest out of other fast
food restaurants such as Burger
King or McDonalds, has
certainly stood up to its name
over the years.  The quality of
their food is unparalleled, and
as their burgers and fries have
gained notoriety, so have their
number of restaurants.

In fact, in the Zagat’s
2009 Fast Food Survey,
Wendy’s scored very high

among the “45 Fast Food
Chains, 30 Full Service Chains
and 28 Quick Refreshment
Chains.”

Zagat’s awarded
Wendy’s the “#1 Mega Chain”
in the categories of “Best Food,
Best Facilities, and Top
Overall.”  Wendy’s was also
awarded second for “Most
Popular and Healthy Options”
in their new wave of healthy
choices and ranked “in the top
five for Best Grilled Chicken,

Best Fish, Best Fries, Best
Milkshake, Best Value and Best
Value Menu” (<http://
www.wendys.com/news/news/
index.jsp?news=19>).

Wendy’s was voted by
people across the world for
being the best in the most
important categories.  But so
what?  What makes them so
special?

Wendy’s also excels in
lessening the calorie value of
their sandwiches while still
retaining flavor.  Their typical
double cheeseburger, the
Double Stack, contains 360
calories and 18 grams of fat.

On the other hand,
McDonalds’ Double
Cheeseburger contains 440
calories and 23 grams of fat,
while Burger King’s Double

Cheeseburger contains 510
calories and 29 grams of fat.
Although all of these burgers
cost $1.05 by themselves,
Wendy’s gives customers less of
what they don’t want, while still
maintaining its high standards
of taste.

At the same time
though, Wendy’s also gives
customers a better value for
their money.  The cup size for
their large drink holds 40 fluid
ounces, while the large cup size
for McDonalds holds only 32
fluid ounces.  Although these
drinks are offered with the
purchase of many of the meals
at either restaurant, and
therefore priced the same,
Wendy’s is able to provide their
customers more value while
still keeping costs low.

Another of Wendy’s
most appetizing features is their
array of side dishes, such as
homestyle chili, signature
french fries, mandarin oranges,
an array of salads, and baked
potatoes with sour cream or
other condiments.

With more than 6,600
fully functioning restaurants
worldwide, there’s always a
Wendy’s close by.

With its theme as an
old-timey restaurant, a
signature symbol of a red
headed little girl and an
incredible attention to detail
supported by citizens all across
the world, Wendy’s fast food
chain certainly stacks up to and
goes way beyond that of other
fast food restaurants.

Way Better than Fast Food
By: Gabe Amatruda

Wendy’s Logo

<http://fightbaddesign.files.wordpress.com/2009/05/new-burger-king-logo.jpg>
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Some of us love it. Some of us loathe it. Some of us
could care less.

What is this phenomenon that causes so many mixed
emotions? It can only be Valentine’s Day, a day in which couples
can bask in their glory and singles can shy away from any social
contact while they brood over their “misfortune.”

Yet, Valentine’s Day was not meant to cause this kind of
an outbreak. There are many beliefs about the origin of Valentine’s
Day, which all include the legend of Saint Valentine. One story
consists of his heroic attempts to rescue Christians from the harsh
confinement of the Roman prisons. Some storytellers believe while
in prison, he wrote the first “valentine” to the jail keeper’s daughter,
signing it “From your Valentine.”

I may be crazy, but I don’t see any part of this history
indicating the holiday is for couples only. It’s a day to show a
loved one some appreciation for everything they have done, and
this loved one could be a best friend, a sister, brother, or parent. It
doesn’t have to be from a girlfriend or boyfriend.

Personally, I like to dedicate the day to my mom because
it’s also the day she was born. This could be why I’ve never
considered the holiday a “couples-only” one.

I was working on Valentine’s Day last year and don’t
regret it. A couple of my friends came in and told me they were
each other’s valentines. Of course, they were only kidding, but I
don’t understand the joke. It seemed perfectly rational to me that
the two of them would be bringing the other out on a day that was
dedicated to love. The love of a friendship cannot be overlooked.
At times, it can be stronger than the romantic love found in movies.

This year, I will be on vacation in Vermont during this
controversial day, but I still plan on taking my valentine to the
movies. (Ironically, we will be going to the movie ����������� ���.)
We are not going to sit at home, stuffing our faces with chocolate
and Ben and Jerry’s ice cream (well, we might, but just because
that’s what girls do at sleepovers) and lament over the fact that we
are both single.

Valentine’s Day is not a day meant to depress or ostracize.
Rather, it is a day to show loved ones how much they are
appreciated. So, in the words of Beyoncé, “All the single ladies
put your hands up,” (and single boys too) and celebrate Valentine’s
Day the way it should be — with a loved one, whether it’s a
boyfriend or girlfriend or just a friend.

Happy Valentine’s Day

�����, ����� �������
 ��� �����, ����� ���

By: Samantha Wood

Some people love Valentine’s Day
more than others
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Chocoate is one of the most popular
Valentine’s Day treats

Loves Me
By: Taylor Beland

Everyone knows what Feb. 14 is; it’s one of the most
romantic days of the year. Being a hopeless romantic, I love
everything about Valentine’s Day. The gifts, the love, the friends,
everything. Valentine’s Day is good for couples, but can even be
good for singles too.

Having a valentine makes the day more special. You are
able to buy him/her a present and receive one back. No matter
what you give or obtain, it’s always the thought that counts. Going
out and buying something for a loved one and knowing they are
buying something with me in mind, gives me a warm feeling inside.
It could be something as little as a home made card; it still shows
you are loved.

Giving friends Valentine cards is fun too. I remember
being little and looking forward to Valentine’s Day at school,
because we would make boxes and cards, and walk around the
class and give them to other students. It was fun because everyone
received a card; no one was really left out, and so every child felt
their own little feeling of love.

Singles can enjoy this day because some single people
are happy being single and just like buying things for their friends.
This is because the most important part of this holiday is the love.
Whether it’s the love of your friends, family, or significant other,
it is very important.

This day is also romantic and anything you do that’s
romantic in general will be extra romantic. For example, proposing,
asking someone to be your boyfriend/girlfriend, and even going
on dates.

The origin of Valentine’s Day is not very clear.  The only
fact found about this holiday is that it’s rooted in Roman and
Christian tradition, the rest is just legends and stories. One legend
and the best known one is when the Roman emperor, Claudius the
second, wanted men to join his army, but was having a hard time
recruiting. He believed the reason was due to married men not
wanting to leave their families, so he banned all engagements and
marriages in Rome.

Saint Valentine, who was a priest in Rome, went behind
Claudius’s back with the help of his friend Saint Marius, and
secretly continued to perform marriages. Valentine’s actions were
discovered and he was sentenced to death. While in prison he fell
in love with a young girl, who may have been the jailor’s daughter,
who visited him while he was there. A day before his death, on
Feb. 14, he wrote her a letter and signed it, “From your Valentine.”
In 496 AD., Pope Gelasius set aside Feb. 14 to honor St. Valentine’s
actions of marrying couples behind the Emperor’s back.

Another legend is that Valentine’s Day started in Ancient
Rome, on Feb. 14 to honor Juno, the queen of the Roman Gods
and Goddesses. Romans also knew her as the Goddess of women
and marriage. The following day was the Feast of Lupercalia. Back
then, the lives of boys and girls were strictly separate.

Romance is on everyone’s mind on
Valentine’s Day
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What exactly is
Valentine’s Day? The honest
answer, no one knows. The day
of love and compassion seems
to only have a history of legends
and myth. Valentine’s Day is
where men and women often
ask their significant others for
gifts, such as roses, chocolates,
clothes, perfumes, and anything
else that can put a hole in their
partner’s pocket.

The only proven fact
of Valentine’s Day is the legend
that Valentine was a priest from
Rome who preformed young
people’s marriages secretly
after Rome’s king, Claudius II,
outlawed men to be married,
under the belief that single men
were better soldiers.

The question no one
seems to ask, however, is why
do we need a specific day to
show all this love? Shouldn’t
people show their love and care
to their “better” half every day?
It seems Valentine’s Day has

More Valentine’s Day!

Valentine’s Day is that one day when it seems like most guys are stuck on what to do for their significant other. We all know diamonds are
 a girl’s best friend, but sometimes it’s not at that point in the relationship. So, instead of going all out, try these tips for that special someone.
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Valentine’s Day: Buying for Guys
By: Elijah Casey

Valentine’s Day is the day for couples to express how much they care for and appreciate each other. The first thought that occurs
when Valentine’s Day is mentioned is what gifts to buy girls, since Valentine’s Day is more of a feminine holiday. But what about the guys?

Girls, if you’re having problems buying your partner a gift, try these tips:

turned into Christmas, where
it’s more about receiving than
giving. Girlfriends/boyfriends
usually expect a fantastic gift
from their “other” even if they
say they don’t.

Where do single
people fall into this equation of
love and gifts? Single people
are stuck with friends who give
those cheesy valentines and
stale candy that says, “I love
you” or the tacky, played out,
“Be my valentine.” Throughout
the whole day people are
bombarded with useless trash,
which in the end, is just thrown
out.

Even if it is someone’s
choice to be single, it is a
definite annoyance, especially
from a male’s perspective, and
the only thing they’ll “love” on
Valentine’s Day is the day to be
over.

Valentine’s Day has
turned into nothing more than a
gift-giving holiday with a very
foggy history. As long as the
chocolates, flowers, jewelry,
and expensive gifts keep
coming, women will look
forward to Feb. 14.

Roses are red,
Violets are blue,

The Eagle’s Eye is here to wish a
Happy Valentine’s Day

 to you!

• Gift Cards – Gift cards are a perfect gift to buy a guy for Valentine’s Day,
but remember to buy from a store where they shop. If you purchase your
honey a gift card for a place you want to go, then you are buying it for the
wrong reason. You want your partner to know that this day is about giving
to them and them only. Some ideas for gift cards would be clothing stores
where they shop or restaurants they enjoy.

• Hats – Most guys would enjoy a sports hat as a gift, but if you’ve never
seen your partner wear one, be smart and don’t buy him one. When hat
shopping for your partner, take three things into consideration: size, color
and the team. Size is critical; if the hat doesn’t fit then the gift is useless.
Color is also important. If your partner is more of a loud dresser, then loud
colors are probably more appropriate. If your partner is a casual dresser,

then it wouldn’t be a good idea to buy a bright hat. Finally, when buying a hat be
aware of the team the hat represents. To make sure you choose the right team,
don’t be afraid to ask parents and friends for their opinions.

• Concert Tickets – These are always an exiting gift to give, if they’re for the
right event. When buying tickets, make sure the person you’re buying the tickets
for is free for the day of the event.

• Alone Time – Another great gift to give is time. Dinners are always great for
time spent alone with your significant other followed by dessert. Once you’re
done eating, watch a movie, or do something of your partner’s choice.

With boys there are a lot of gifts that can be bought because they are
not too picky. As long as the gift comes from the heart and shows that you put
effort into finding it, it will always be a great Valentine’s Day gift.

Flowers – Most men think buying flowers is corny, but honestly,
most girls love it. Don’t go out and buy a $100 bouquet though, try a
single rose, or their favorite flower. Giving a girl this gift shows how
caring a guy can be and it’s hard to go wrong with flowers.

· Candy, especially chocolate – If going the candy route, be
careful. It’s dangerous territory. Just going to CVS, grabbing a random
box and throwing it at her won’t mean much. Choose carefully to
show her you listen to her preferences and you’re thoughtful. If you
don’t know, ask her friends or family.

· Candles – This one is a little tricky. Not all girls like candles,
so be creative. For example, give her two table candles and tell her
that they are a sort of “coupon” for one dinner alone. That would
show her a romantic side, which is a huge plus.

· Fun date – Leave one entire day open. Don’t make plans later
with the guys. Go see a movie or go to lunch. Go shopping or take her
to a fancy restaurant for dinner. Go home later and just chill out or
watch television. Just be with her all day. Those kinds of days mean
so much to most girls. It shows us how important we are.

· Picture frame or album – Buy one big picture frame and fill it
up with good memories. This is really cheap but extremely thoughtful.
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Every time she looks at it, she’ll smile and remember all the hard work
put into it.

· Stuffed Animals – A soft little bear or puppy will put a smile
on almost any girl’s face. She can show it off on her bed and possibly
even sleep with it. Her last thought each night will be her sweet
boyfriend.

· Mixed CD – Make a CD of all “your” songs, songs she enjoys
or songs that bring thoughts of her. That shows how well you listen
and it’s extremely sweet. Also, almost everyone loves music, so it’s
pretty hard to go wrong with this one.

· Cards – This one takes time. You have to really think before
you pick a card. Make sure the words in the card show exactly what
she means to you. Also, write a cute or mushy message along with the
words already printed. It will mean so much and it may be kept forever.

There is so much more that can be done for girls, simple or complex.
They’re usually just happy to have someone to hang out with on Valentine’s
Day. Be creative and make sure to tell your significant other exactly how
you feel this Valentine’s Day, no matter how “mushy” it seems. (Girls love
that!)

It’s a Hallmark
Day!

By: Ryan Olmo

Valentine’s Day: What to do for Girls
By: Victoria Lane



As the years go on, the
world is decreasing its chance
for survival. With the ice caps
melting, oceans rising and the
world burning up, it’s no
surprise that more and more
people are going green.

“Yes, I think global
warming is getting worse.
Between the melting ice caps,
the abrupt hurricanes and the
release of carbon emissions into
the atmosphere, it’s pretty
clear,” said earth science
teacher Mr. Bill Reilly.

Humankind is
assumed to be blamed for these
environmental issues: climate
change, electromagnetic
radiation and health, land use,
overpopulation, and air
pollution. Bigger disasters
include deforestations, release
of hazardous chemicals into the
oceans and threats to the Great
Barrier Reef. Allowing
hazardous fumes into the air
and creating a major hole in the
o-zone layer is something that
humankind has done and
worsened.

“Yes, I believe in
global warming because the
glaciers are melting in the North
and South Pole,” said science
substitute teacher Mrs. Mary
Barrett.

The most observed
effect is the Arctic Shrinkage,
which includes the ice caps
melting and rising sea-levels.
Worldwide category four and
five hurricanes have increased
from 20 percent in the 1970s to
35 percent in the 1990s.
(<http://www.nasa.gov/centers/
goddard/news/topstory/2008/
earth_temp.html>).

Internationally, the
glaciers will lose 60 percent of
their volume by 2050,
according to the climatologist
James Hanson. He has also said
the ice sheets could suddenly
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evaporate and exceed their
threshold, which means the
world could unexpectedly end,
because the waters would flow
over the barriers of each
continent and there would be
serious flooding, to the point
where there would be no place
to hide. The sea levels would
rise three and a half inches to
35 inches, which may not seem
like much but it is (<http://
w w w . w o r l d v i e w o f
globalwarming.org/pages/
glaciers.html>).

The more the
water increases its
temperature, the more
hurricanes and natural
disasters occur. This
was evidenced in 2005
with hurricane Katrina
(<http://www.skep
tical science.com/Did-
g l o b a l - w a r m i n g -
c a u s e - H u r r i c a n e -
Katrina.html>).

The decades
of the 1990s and
2000s have been the
worst and warmest
years the world has
seen. According to
Climatic Research
Unit, over the last 100
years, the world has
been melting and there have
been some major climate
changes and weather threats
( < h t t p : / / w w w . i n d e
pendent.co.uk/environment/
climate-change/last-decade-
t h e - w a r m e s t - o n - r e c o r d -
1836397.html>).

“Yes, I feel that global
warming is getting worse. There
is extreme temperature
changes; recorded temperatures
are now broken in various parts
of the country,” said Global
Issues and U.S History teacher
Mr. Doug Matthews.

According to Hanson,
there is some detection that the

thermohalin circulation could
shut down because of global
warming. Thermohalin
circulation or THC refers to the
large scale ocean circulation. It
deals with the temperature of
the oceans. It would affect
Iceland, Ireland, Britain and
most of Europe. The effects
would be temperatures
dropping extremely fast and
temperatures far below
freezing. The stability of the
waters is unclear, but
threatening.

“Are humans at fault
or are we incidental to the
problem?” asked Earth Science
teacher, Mr. T.J Maynard.

There has also even
been negative affects on
animals, especially on ocean
and polar life.

Polar bears are trying
to scrounge up enough ice to
live on. Many marine animals,
such as whales, turtles, and
especially polar bears are
injured or killed because of the
differences in temperature and
the pollution the oceans receive.

Since the 1980s,
glaciers have been severely
melting and deeply threaten the

existence of our world. Most of
the Middle East could
experience droughts and/or the
diminishment of major rivers
such as the Ganges and Indus.

“I’m not too hopeful
about global warming; there is
a good chance that life will be
ruined. I think the worst effects
will be on the smaller parts of
the world,” said Matthews.

The salt water will
eventually increase because of
the salty ice caps melting, and
then fresh water will slowly

dissolve. This will
affect drinking water,
threatening the water
supply on Earth.

As the climate change
approaches, mankind
could experience an
increase of diseases,
like plague or malaria.
Diseases can be
transferred from insects
to humans when warmer
temperatures cause the
migration of more
insects.

There are
economic issues
currently, and with the
global warming
worsening, the
government will have to

spend more taxpayers’ money
to pay for disasters and cures
for sicknesses (<http://www.
environmentalgraffiti .com/
sciencetech/5-deadliest-effects-
of-global-warming/276>).

“I think global
warming is a problem that needs
to be addressed. Everyone
contributes to a point and now
everyone needs to help fix it,”
said Reilly.

The world is
deteriorating. It needs to be
assisted. The world needs our
help before it’s too late for
mankind. “Man can always do
a lot to change his ways,” said
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The World is Melting
By: Courtney Dixon

retired and science substitute
teacher Ms. Paula Sollitto.

 Simply change the
light bulbs to florescent and
carpool, or lower the heat in the
winter and the use of air
conditioning in the summer.
Recycle papers and plastic,
separately, of course, right
before leaving a room, turn the
light off and unplug what is not
in use. Simple changes can help
the earth, little by little.

“I recycle, take the
Mass Transit, looked at hybrid
cars, but not yet purchased, and
also use energy saving light
bulbs. It’s small stuff that you
can do,” said Reilly.

What we’ve done,
creating a world of destruction
and making a major hole in the
o-zone layer, could come back
and hurt us. If we don’t change
our lives, humanity will suffer.

“I feel a little nervous
about global warming, because
I don’t know how high the water
levels will rise and how much
land the water will cover,” said
Barrett

Planet Earth
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Anger is a common feeling
among teenagers, but sometimes it
can become out of control. Here
are a few tips to cool down when
fuming.

• Take a “timeout.”
Although it may seem
childish, counting to
10 before reacting
really can defuse your
temper. Think
carefully before
saying anything,
otherwise, something
regrettable may be
said.

•  Write it down. It can
help stick to the
issues. While angry,
it’s easy to become
sidetracked. If that
doesn’t work, go sit
outside and breathe or
go in your room and
put on head phones.

• Space is needed. Take
a break from the

person you’re angry
with until more calm.
When mad, something
done or said could
easily hurt someone.

• Once calm, express
your anger. It’s
healthy to express
frustration in a non-
confrontational way. If
kept bottled up, it may
burst out in a terrible
way, hurting yourself
or others.

• Identify solutions to
the situation. Instead
of focusing on being
mad, work with the
person who angered
you to resolve the
issue at hand.

• Try not to hold a
grudge. If it’s possible
to forgive the other
person, do that. Life is
too short for grudges.
There’s no way to

know how long that
person will still be on
this planet.

• Practice relaxation
skills. Learning skills
to relax and de-stress
can also help control
your temper when it
flares up. Try
repeating a calming
word or phrase to
yourself, such as
“Take it easy,” or

“Calm down; it’s
okay.” Other ways to
relax could be
something as simple
as calling a friend or
taking a nap.

Anger is something
everyone deals with in life, some
more than others. It’s easy to
become caught up in a bad
situation while upset. Use these
tips to cool down when things are
hot.

 Dealing with Anger
By: Victoria Lane

Angry teens
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